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HERE was good news and bad news for the

partners of Kingsley Park 13 last month. The good

news was that their New Approach colt, King’s

Caper, has been awarded the Italian Derby — and the

fabulous £271,000 first prize!

The bad news was that the decision is being appealed,

which means the partners are likely to face months of

anxious waiting before the matter is finally resolved.

The saga began at Italy’s Capannelle racecourse in Rome

on July 12 when Tuscan Gaze pounced on the line to beat

King’s Caper, ridden by Frankie Dettori, by a nose in the

Group 2 contest.

But there were then allegations of irregularities in the

winner’s entry procedures for the race. Now, after months of

investigation, the disciplinary committee of the Italian

Agriculture Ministry has disqualified Tuscan Gaze from

first place, leaving King’s Caper as the winner of the 137th

renewal of the Italian Derby.

But shortly after that announcement, connections of

Tuscan Gaze, trained by Luciano Bietolini, said they would

appeal.

For now, the decision gives the Kingsley

Park partnerships as a whole their second

Group 2 winner, following Dark Vision’s

Vintage Stakes win for Kingsley Park 10 in

2018.

A glance at Klarion Update (p.24) shows

the dramatic effect of Tuscan Gaze’s

disqualification, as King’s Caper now

proudly leads the way in our standings for

Leading Horse by Prize-Money Won this

year. The prize-money for first place at

Capannelle was more than double the prize

for the runner-up, at around £271,000.

If King’s Caper keeps the race, the prize-

money will go to KP13, although the

three-year-old colt was sold (in line with

partnership rules) at the Tattersalls Horses In

Training sales in October for 45,000 guineas.
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Derby joy for KP13

ORMER KP10 partner Robin

Holleyhead is to be congratulated

for charting his experiences in that

hugely successful partnership in a new

book to be entitled ‘The Golden

Partnership’. With the hard work having

largely been carried out by Robin during

lockdown, the finishing touches are

being made on his manuscript, and

we’ll keep you posted as to when the work is to be

published. Obviously, this will be required reading for

everyone involved with the Kingsley Park partnerships,

but it should prove of wider interest, especially to those

who may be considering dipping their toes in the world of

shared ownership.

‘The Golden Partnership’
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Robin Holleyhead

King’s Caper and Frankie Dettori

T time of

writing, there

are still a few

shares available in

KP22, KP23 and

KP24.

KP 22 is one of

our standard

partnerships,

featuring a 5%

share in three

yearlings, by

Gleneagles, Fascinating Rock

and Muhaarar, to race

potentially until October 2022.

KP 23 and 24 are both

Shares in new KPs se 
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Kingsley Park 23’s Hochfeld
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NE of our new Ready to

Run Partnerships, KP24,

got off to a cracking start at

Southwell on November 27,

when their Poet’s Voice filly, Notation,

ran a cracking race to chase home the

hot favourite, Sky Power, in a handicap

over a mile and a half. 

Partnered by young Oliver

Stammers, the filly had to give best to

the favourite and lost out by half a

length. However, the front two finished

no less than 11 lengths clear of the

third horse, Cold Harbour, in a field of

nine for the race.

This filly’s dam, Party Line, won

four times as a three-year-old over a mile and

a half and stayed two miles well. It’s not
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AUREEN DUNCAN of Perth in

Scotland is the lucky winner of a share

in the new Kingsley Park 20 partnership,

thanks to winning a raffle under the

auspices of Racehorse Lotto.

And she already knows of the fun to expect in the

partnership, for she was a member of two earlier

partnerships, KP6 and KP12.

‘I couldn’t believe it when I was told I’d won,’ said

an overjoyed  Maureen.

‘And then I was really excited to realise that for the next

two years we will be involved with another KP partnership

and all that entails.

‘My husband Roger

and I were involved with

two partnerships before

and we have had the thrill

of being involved with

six winners during that

time, as well as meeting

and forming friendships

with fellow partners.

‘I am now looking

forward to having the

shackles of Covid

removed and to be going

racing wherever one of

the KP20 horses is

running, with the dream

that they might get us

back into the winners’

enclosure again!’

Maureen will join her

fellow partners in KP 20

in following the fortunes

lling fast 

‘Ready To Run’

partnerships, which aim to

do what is says on the tin –

to provide partners with

plenty of runners

throughout the next 12

months who have already

proven a good level of

ability on the track.

For full details, take a

look at the website

(www.johnston.racing) or

email us:

partners@johnston.racing
unreasonable to suppose the partners might

have similar fun with Notation.

KP24’s Notation under Rachel Fox-Barnett

of the partnership’s three yearlings, by Iffraaj, Australia and

Cotai Glory. They are expected to make their racecourse

debuts next spring.

The Racehorse Lotto

said the raffle, with

tickets costing £2, had

proved extremely popular.

Twenty percent of the

money raised went to

Racing Welfare.

A second prize of a

guided tour of the

Kingsley Park operation

was won by Lorraine

Green from Great

Holland, Essex.

‘Racing needs

enthusiasm in ownership

more than ever,’ said

Mark Johnston. ‘The

Racing Lotto’s most

recent raffle opportunity

was excellent, not least

with 20% of every ticket

sold going to Racing

Welfare.’

Our lucky
Lotto winner
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Roger and Maureen Duncan


